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Presentation Overview
▪ Introduction

– What is driving our effort?

▪ Requirements for predictive modeling at practical runtimes
– Some challenges

▪ Our current computational platform
– Background
– Description

▪ A few recent Advances
– Faster and Intuitive Analysis
– Shock physics examples
– Laboratory-scale modeling

▪ Summary
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Introduction – what is driving our effort?
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Pre-job design work flows that
• Quantitatively evaluate options that optimize well completions.
• Mitigate risk of damage to completion/production equipment due to

shock loading.

Post-job analysis that
• effectively integrates knowledge gained from field data back into the

design work flow

Sensitivity analysis that
• helps identify and understand dominant variables in flow laboratory

experiments used to simulate components of the well-scale system

Post-Job
Analysis

Experiment

Sensitivity
Analysis

Risk
Mitigation

Pre-Job
Design

Shock modeling and simulation of dynamic
downhole events during perforation
operations are important for:



Introduction – what is driving our effort?

▪ Next-Generation Well Completions
– High Pressure High Temperature
– Ultra-Deepwater
– Long Horizontals

continue to drive an important need for
validation & verification of both physical
models and numerical algorithms.

▪ Often, there is limited information available
about the downhole conditions
– Tends to drive rather large DOEs for API-RP

19B Sections II & IV testing.
– Need for a validated lab-scale model to

simulate flow dependence on relevant design
parameters.
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In addition to continually improving job design work flows…



Modeling the downhole system – challenges IPS-14-05

Predictive Modeling with
Practical Runtimes

Data Analysis
&

Interpretation

Efficient
Numerical
Algorithms

Robust
Physical
Models

• Full system encompasses a non-linearly
coupled wellbore – perf – reservoir with
inherently different time- and space-scales

• Flow equations governing evolution are
multi-phase & multi-dimensional

• HPHT thermo, shock, and gas burn physics

• Solutions with strong gradients (e.g., pressure,
velocity, density, etc.)

• Small time scales with long working zones
• Detonation/Deflagration waves
• Complex tooling & perforation geometry

• Must build cautious and constrained
conclusions

• Answer the right questions for risk analysis
& mitigation

• Field-scale interpretation through lab-scale
modeling & experimentation



Current Computational Platform - Background

▪ Scientific platform capable of simulating short-time (0.5-tens of seconds) dynamic events in
the coupled wellbore-perforation-fracture-reservoir system.

– Application space of perforation / stimulation jobs

– Power lies in the fact that each component (i.e., physical sub-model) is self-consistently
coupled no need for a priori assumptions on their relative importance

– Embodies our current physical knowledge of dynamical wellbore/reservoir system

– Flexible input for tooling and conveyance

▪ Powerful Simulation Platform for Job Design and Analysis

 Power lies in entire down-hole system pre-job modelling

 Risk assessment and strategic mitigation,

 completion design and optimization,

 Performance prediction and Post-job analysis.

Software platform (PulsFrac) for

computational modeling of transient, downhole perforating events.
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Current Computational Platform - Description

Dynamic Perforation
Modeling

Wellbore Flow
Model

Perforation Flow
& Cleanup

Reservoir Fluid
Flow

Solid Object
Models

Fracture
Generation &
Propagation

Evolves partial differential equations for a
compressible, non-equilibrium, multi-phase
fluid mixture.

• Conservative finite differences
• Includes transient propellant burn

Guns, tubes, valves, other
tools & metallic components

• Transient elastic behavior
• Tool failure models

Dynamically tracks connection
between wellbore and reservoir

• Includes shot density and
phasing

• Dynamic clean up model

Evolves multi-phase Darcy flow
equations

• Constant temperature
• Layer-cake

implementation

Fracture initiation and
propagation

• Heat conduction,
convection, radiation

• Debris flow in fracture
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Typical Downhole Event Simulation

User fills out a Perforating Job Design Form

Information gets entered in the Graphical
User Interface by a knowledgeable user

Results are analyzed for pre-
job completion design
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Recent Advances IPS-14-05

We have two distinct efforts underway to improve the current platform:
Phase I

 Improved data analysis and interpretation
 Faster on-site job-design and decision making
 Improved efficiency of job modeling

 Faster and more efficient algorithms
 Significantly improves calculation times for complex well modeling

(e.g., HPHT, deep-water) where full-physics approach is required
 Frictional force model

 Industry standard models (i.e., soft/stiff string) are being leveraged to
improve downhole equipment force calculations

Phase II
 Currently evaluating, analyzing, and improving where necessary both

numerical algorithms and physical models.



Advanced Numerical Schemes for Perforation Job Modeling

• Significant effort is currently being put into
evaluating, improving, and testing our
current simulation platform.

• Mathematical Flow Models
 Flow equations
 Thermodynamics

• Numerical Implementation
 Conservative schemes based on

Riemann problems
• Experimental & Computational Testing

 Integration with Section IV Flow
Lab Testing

 Computational set of benchmark
shock tests – Riemann Problems

100 F

400 F

Current modeling platform has been successfully applied to a wide range of perforation
jobs, but…

• Complex well completion scenarios continue to drive the need for more
accurate, robust, and well tested physics-based models & numerical codes.

• A more thorough integration of job design modeling into workflows continues to
drive the need for improved computational speed and efficiency.
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What is a Riemann Problem?

   

 

   

• Consider a fluid in a uniform state to the left and right of an impermeable
barrier.

• At t=0 remove the barrier and let the flow evolve in time.
• Mathematically, this is represented by an initial-value problem consisting of

the flow equations with piece-wise constant initial conditions.
• Solution governed by two simple waves (e.g., shocks and rarefaction waves)
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How Do We Use Riemann Problems?

• Under certain assumptions, one can generate exact solutions to Riemann problems.
 A useful tool to evaluate and test mathematical flow models and numerical

algorithms on non-trivial shock problems.
 Efficient approximate solutions can be integrated into numerical scheme to

calculate flux across each grid interface.
 Update at each time step conserves mass, momentum, and energy.
 Critical for accurate calculation of shock strength and speed in HPHT wells
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Idealized Computational Benchmark Cases in Perforating

Parameter Value Units

Gun Length 10 ft

Casing ID 8 in

Shot Phasing 6 ft-1

Expl. Mass per
charge

40 g

Expl. Molar
Weight

222 g/mol

Expl. Heat of
Explosion

83 kJ/mol

P-

P+
Total heat of explosion:

ା ି
οா



: fraction of energy that
increases fluid internal
energy
 : fluid ratio of specific
heats
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Idealized Computational Benchmark Cases in Perforating

P- P+

Time

Shock Contact Rarefaction

P+

P-

P*

P
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Four Computational Examples

 

 2,000 psi

 100.0 F

 0 Ft/s

 0.999 g/cm3

 10,000 psi

 179.9 F

 0 Ft/s

 0.999 g/cm3

downhole

• ܲ= ݅ݏ�15,000

• ∆ܲ = ݅ݏ�23,000

• ܶ= ܨ�400

• ܲ= ݅ݏ�2,000

• ∆ܲ = ݅ݏ�23,000

• ܶ= ܨ�100

• ܲ= ݅ݏ�15,000

• ∆ܲ = ݅ݏ�8,000

• ܶ= ܨ�400

• ܲ= ݅ݏ�2,000

• ∆ܲ = ݅ݏ�8,000

• ܶ= ܨ�100

LPLT
WS

HPHT
WS

HPHT
SS

LPLT
SS
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Results – Exact Solutions and Current Software

Problem ∗ (psi) Diff (%)

LPLT
WS

Exact 5932.6
2.7

Current Software 5771.9

LPLT
SS

Exact 13016.8
4.0

Current Software 12494.0

HPHT
WS

Exact 18946.6
0.1

Current Software 18960.0

HPHT
SS

Exact 26106.6
1.9

Current Software 25620.0
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 Evaluating the spatial and temporal behavior of all field variables (e.g., velocity,
temperature, pressure, etc.) gives insight into the accuracy, stability, and overall
performance limitations of the numerical algorithms used.



Lab-scale Modeling – Experiment & Simulation

 Flow laboratory is actively being used to
run API-RP Section IV experiments

 A laboratory-scale model and simulator
based on current computational platform
is currently being evaluated and
implemented into the experimental
workflow.

 Useful tool to aid in experimental
data analysis and interpretation

 Helps in planning and optimizing
experiments

 Can reduce the size of meaningful
DOEs

 Modeling can be upscaled to field-
scale analysis
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Recent Advances –Laboratory Scale Modeling

API-RP 19B

Section-II
Tunnel Characterization

Reservoir/Well parameters, field
data and initial completion design

Charge
or Flow

Performance?

API-RP 19B Section-IV
- Perforation and Flow

Characterization
- Tunnel Cleanup
- Underbalance Optimization

Charge
Performance

Flow
Performance

Lab-scale Perforation
Modeling

Well scale production and
flow analysis

Preliminary Downhole Modeling

For details see poster: IPS-14-10
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Lab-scale Modeling – Example of DUB
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High-Speed Gauge Data

wellbore

reservoir

Simulation (wellbore)

Simulation (reservoir)

• Pressure-confined core with
casing plate and cement

• Once shot is fired, transient
begins



Summary
• Robust modeling & simulation of dynamic downhole perforation operations

is important for:
1. pre-job work flows

 Optimize well completion
 Mitigate risk of shock loading

2. Post-job data analysis that feeds back to job design work flows
3. Sensitivity analysis used during flow laboratory experiments and

testing
• As completion designs move to complex wells, modeling and simulation

become more critical.
• We are actively evaluating and improving our computational platform

• A lab-scale version is being developed to closely model Section IV flow
lab testing and eventually upscale to full scale completion design.

• An effort is underway to evaluate the stability, accuracy, and overall
performance of both the flow model and numerical algorithms
implemented in the current platform.
 Improvements that include better thermodynamics and robust

Riemann solvers have been identified are currently being
implemented
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